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3Overview

Overview

https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2019/02/uk-gin-exports-rise-15-in-2018-to-reach-612m/

Gin sales are booming. In just 10 years, the spirit has made the most remarkable 
come-back:  from a deeply unfashionable category represented only by a handful 
of large distillers, to an ever-broadening, ever-changing, ever-innovating sector 
of the spirits market with producers of all shapes and sizes popping up across the 
globe. The latest figures from HM Revenue and Customs have revealed that exports 
of UK gin rose by 15% in 2018, compared to the previous year, rising to £612 million.  
This number has more than doubled since 2010 and is predicted to grow still further 
in 2019. 

The Mainland China market for gin, however, continues to present a paradox: a 
tremendous amount of energy and enthusiasm exists, particularly within the 
professional trade and in the top tier cities; but on the flip side, a largely non-existent 
indigenous market and still very low import volumes as a share of the total beverage 
alcohol market.

https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2019/02/uk-gin-exports-rise-15-in-2018-to-reach-612m/
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Innovation,
Experimentation,
Story-Telling

6Innovation, Experimentation, Story-Telling 
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ON-TRADE
With the Chinese consumer growing more open to new experiences, foreign spirits and drinking rituals are starting to 
trend heavily in the on-trade market. People are visiting more bars, spending more money, and asking more questions. 
The same goes for Chinese bartenders who are now traveling more outside of their country and bringing back exotic 
gins, drinking cultures, and bar techniques to share with their peers and bar guests. The on-trade market is craving 
authenticity, differentiation, and delicious cocktails - a realm that gin sits comfortably in due to the thousands 
being produced worldwide. The on-trade represents a key channel in China for brand building and visibility, 
especially for craft gin brands.

Shanghai
Ars & Delecto
Ars & Delecto, meaning “art and delight”, defines a new wave 
of bars entering the Shanghai bar scene, with coffee and 
cocktails dreamt up by famous Tokyo F&B group, Small Axe. 
The venue is split over two floors with a modern European café 
feel on the first floor, and a more straight up bar/lounge on the 
second. The menu stands out with classic and signature listings, 
and an extensive, thoughtful gin selection to accompany their 
theme of flavour and exploration.

Address: 222 Jinxian Lu, near Shaanxi Nan Lu 
地址: 进贤路222号, 近陕西南路
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OFF-TRADE
The off trade or retail channel in Mainland China is where we start seeing evidence that the indigenous market for gin 
is still in a very young and emerging stage. Traditional “bricks and mortar” retailers have yet to make gin a focus, and 
the channel delivers largely at the entry-level, for the likes of Gordons and Beefeater. At-home consumption of gin in 
China is still a distant possibility, though in the long term should be expected. Direct-to-Consumer operators, the likes 
of BottlesXO and Shanghai9 (based in Shanghai), are finding some success with craft gin, in particular with the local 
hero brands like Peddlers, but again this is likely targeting an international and cross-over clientele. There are also 
high-end imported grocers that have an expanding selection of gin, although still relatively narrow, such as City Super 
in Shanghai.

Hypermarkets and supermarkets have seen slowing sales growth and store openings in recent years as the whole sector 
has lost some of its share to the fast-growing e-commerce sector as well as the smaller-scale retail formats such as 
convenience stores, community stores and specialty stores.
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A selection of the top supermarkets in China is as follows   :

https://daxueconsulting.com/supermarkets-and-hypermarkets-in-china/
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2019-06-25/alibaba-wants-a-hema-supermarket-in-every-big-chinese-city-101431387.html
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1)

2)

Hema - owned by Alibaba and the flagship company for O2O with approximately 150 stores and more 
under construction. Hema claims to be targeting a Hema store in every China city of 1 million or more 
people, of which there are approximately 200.   The company oozes customer centricity with in-house

1)

2)
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https://daxueconsulting.com/supermarkets-and-hypermarkets-in-china/
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2019-06-25/alibaba-wants-a-hema-supermarket-in-every-big-chinese-city-101431387.html


E-COMMERCE 
China internet retailing is the largest in the world (80% bigger than the US) and continues to attract attention despite 
the slowing economy. This explosive growth (+26.2% yoy) is mainly due to the massive population of internet users 
and online shoppers: in the first half of 2018 the number of internet users in China rose to 802 million, with seven in ten 
Chinese internet users shopping and paying for purchases online. About 566 million people used mobile payment, 
an increase of 7.4 per cent compared with six months earlier, indicating that M-commerce is also thriving due to the 
wide use of mobile payment platforms such as WeChat Pay and Alipay.  

Social Media is a noteworthy phenomenon across the world, yet in China it is even more important with the use of 
national platforms, e.g. Wechat, fueling the development of social commerce. The “KOL economy” or “Wang Hong” 
refers to individuals who become famous on the internet through various means and who use this celebrity to leverage 
their fans on social media for the brands they represent or own, very often as “hired guns” for this very purpose.
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https://www.scmp.com/tech/china-tech/article/2160609/chinese-internet-users-surge-802-million-test-governments-ability5
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https://www.scmp.com/tech/china-tech/article/2160609/chinese-internet-users-surge-802-million-test-governments-ability
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It is essential to recognize that China operates a parallel 
online ecosystem, wherein access to Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Google, Youtube, and several others are 
blocked by the government. While a small slice of 
Chinese will employ a VPN to access and participate 
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